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Determining Optimal Test Lengths
with a Fixed Total Testing Time

Ronald K. Hambleton
University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Abstract

The problem of determining optimal test lengths with fixed total

testing time has proved to be a difficult one for criterion-referenced

test developers. A solution is offered in this paper in which test

lengths are determined by considering the importance, reliability, and

validity of scores measuring objectives in a criteri, -referenced test

with a constraint set on the total desired test length.
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Determining Optimal Test Lengths
with a Fixed Total Testing Time

Ronald K. Hambleton
University of Massachusetts at Amherst

A problem which arises nearly every time a criterion-referenced

test is constructed is an instance of the bandwidth-fidelity dilemma

(Cronbach and Gleser, 1965). The dilemma is the following: When the

total test length is fixed, a test developer must decide whether it is

more useful to measure a relatively small number of objectives

precisely or a larger number of objectives less precisely. For our

purposes here, available testing time is defined in terms of the total

number of test items which can be administered within the available

testine time.

A good example of the dilemma arises in the United States Army's

Skills Qualification Testing Program (SQT) (Department of tht: Army,

1986). The SQTs are used to assess the competencies of soldiers in

relation to the jobs they do. Test results are very important to a

soldier's Army career: A soldier's test performance influences

promotion decisions. Each Army job spe..ialty is defined by a set of

tasks (which correspond to objectives). As the maximum two- to
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three-hour time limit for SQTs is not usually sufficient time to allow

test developers to assess all the tasks describing a soldier's job,

some type of sampling must be done. The following form of the problem

introduced earlier arises: Is it better to sample a large number of

the soldiers' tasks and use only a few test items per task, or to

sample a smaller number of tasks and use a larger number of test items

per tIsk. The first strategy provides more comprehensive job domain

coverage but the accuracy of mastery-non-mastery decisions at the task

level may be low. The second strategy affords the reverse outcome:

job domain coverage is less comprehensive; but the accuracy of

mastery-non-mastery decisions at the task level is higher.

The dilemma also arises in many school testing programs. For

example, there will be placement tests, pre- and post-unit tests, cur-

riculum embedded tests, and year-end achievement tests (Hambleton,

1974). As there is rarely sufficient testing time available to assess

examinee domain score performance in relation to the objectives of

interest with high levels of reliability and validity for all test

uses, the major portion of the available testing time must be assigned

to the most important objectives and/or uses. When the domain scores

serve important uses (for example, determining examinee performance

levels on objectives which are prerequisites to later objectives in a

school curriculum) high test score validity is extremely important.

longer tests to measure the most important objectives are needed. On

the other hand, with the less important objectives and/or with the
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less important test score uses (e.g., diagricces on objectives for

which minimal instructional time is needed), shorter tests seem

justified.

An algorithm is needed which can be used by test developers to

allocate available testing time to maximize the validity of their

total criterion-referenced tests or testing programs. To be maximally

useful, the algorithm should allow test developers to specify (a) the

various informational needs they have in relation to the objectives

measured by a test or the uses they have for several tests in their

testing program (e.g., measurement of all objectives once for

diagnoses in the school year, and measurement of the most important

objectives on a final examination) and (b) the relative importance

that they attach to their informational needs.

Woodbury and Novick (1968) and Jackson and Novick (1970) provided

the definitive answer for allocating a fixed amount of testing time to

subtests of norm-referenced tests. However, the work of Novick and

his colleagues is not applicable to the problems at hand because (a)

there is no mechanism for a priori weighting of objectives or tests to

reflect their relative levels of importance to test developers, and,

more importantly, (b) the function Novick, Jackson, and Woodbury chose

to maximize, the multiple correlation of a test battery with a fixed

criterion, is not appropriate for the test length problems that arise

with criterion-referenced tests. The effectiveness of a criterion-

referenced test or testing program cannot usually be determined by

correlating a composite criterion-referenced test score derived from a

TESTLEN.1
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number of objectives or tests, with a single criterion measure. It

seems more appropriate to validate each objective or test against an

appropriately chosen criterion measure. The effectiveness of a crit-

te-ion-referenced test or testing program can then be assessed (for

example) by summing the squared validity coefficients of individual

objectives or tests scaled by weights reflecti 1 their levels of rela-

tive importance. Nevertheless, the general approach of Novick and his

colleagues proved to be useful in the current research.

Hamb 1 eton (1984) reviewed five promising methods in the

psychometric literaAre for determining criterion-referenced test

lengths. None of these methods, however, introduces testing time as a

constraint, though the time constraint is a common one in test

development work. The two major purposes of the research described in

this paper were: (a) to prepare an algorithm for determining the

number of items to measure each objective in a criterion-referenced

test when testing time is fixed and when the objectives, in general,

vary in their levels of importance, reliability, and validity, and (b)

to present the results from several applications of the procedure.

The choice of loss function in this research applies to only one

of two popular uses of criterion-referenced test scores: assessment of

examinee levels of performance in relation to well-defined domains of

content measuring the objectives (or competencies) of interest. The

more popular use of criterion-referenced test scores which involves

making mastery and non-mastery decisions is not directly addressed in

the present research.

TESTLEN.1
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The current research is to be described in terms of the test

lengths to measure objectives included in a single test because this

test length determination problem is very familiar to criterion-

referenced test developers (Hambleton, 1984). However, the paradigm

can be adapted easily to fit the situation where the objectives become

tests themselves designed to accomplish differe:it purposes such as

diagnosis, unit mastery, and year-end assessment.

Procedures for Determining Test Lengths

Assumptions and Considerations

Several assumptions underlying the research study were:

1. A large pool of valid test items is available to measure
each objective.

2. The amount of testing time which is fixed can be specified
in the form of the total number of test items that can be
administered.

3. Test items require approximately equal amounts of admin-
istration time. Thus, the research results can be most
safely applied to tests using the same item formats and
possessing a limited range of item difficulty levels.

4. A criterion-referenced test measures several objectives.

5. Examinee performance data on each objective is used to
make domain score estimates.

6. The correlation between domain scores estimates obtained
with each objective and an appropriately chosen criterion
measure (the test validity coefficient) can be used as an
evaluative measure of the test effectiveness.

Within the context of the assumptions above, test length (i.e., the

number of test items) is the major factor influencing the reliability

and validity of domain score estimates.

TESTLEN.1
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A procedure is needed to help test developers determine the

number of test items to measure each objective. The procedure must

provide a way to recognize several important considerations in an

optimal solution: (a) some objectives are more important than others,

(b) sclie objectives are more difficult to measure thar others, (c)

criterion-referenced tests are used to accomplish different purposes

which vary in their levels of importance, and (d) testing time should

be kept low (in most situations).

Steps to be Taken

To begin with, the test developer must identify the n objectives

to measure (Di, i=1, 2,..., n), and the weight (Wi, i=1, 2, ..., n) to

reflect the relative importance of the score on each objective. For

example, one could suppose that with 50 objectives, 10 are broader and

more important than the remaining 40. With respect to Di, i=1, 2,

..., 50, modest levels of score reliability and validity may be

sufficient for the 40 narrow instructional objectives, whereas con-

siderably higher levels may be needed for the 10 broader objectives.

With respect to the relative importance of the informational needs, a

test designed to assess domain scores which are used to influence

instructional decisions which may last for a week or two (e.g.,

assignment of some remedial work) are certainly more important than

informational needs which might affect students for a single day. If

the former informational need is Di and the latter D2, one might set

TESTLEN.1
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WI = .67 and W2 =.33 to reflect the relative judged importance of the

two informational needs. In the example just cited with 50

objectives, it may be reasonable to set Di = .01, i = 1, 2,

..., 40; and Di = .06, i=41, 42, ..., 50. This assignment is

equivalent to attaching 40% of the weight to the specific. instruction-

al objectives and the remainder of the weight (60%) to the broader

outcomes of instruction.

It is well known that

z

kip
(i' II)

14-(ki-1)p(Xi, Xi )

z

P (Zi, Yi) [I]

where P(Z.
1'

Y.) is the correlation between a lengthened criterion-ref-

erenced test Li and a criterion measure Yi, where p(Xi, Ii) and p(Xi,

Xi') are the corresponding validity and reliability indices of the

unit test length Xi, and where ki is the factor by which the test is

lengthened (Lord and Novick, 1968). To allow that ki can be interpre-

ted as test length (or the number of items measuring the objective),

in the work to follow, only single-item reliability and validity

z

coefficients All be used in Equation [1]. Now P (Zi, Yi) is a

measure of the predictive efficiency of Zi for predicting Yi (the

criterion test for the ith objective). Its value depends, among other

things, on ki. A desirable goal is to maximize the predictive

efficiency associated with the set of objective scores in the test.

That is, an expression such as

TESTLEN.1
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seems desirable to maximize, or even better

n
2

E W. p (Z.
'

.).

1=1
1 1 1 [3]

In equation [3] a weight to reflect the relative importance of each

objective (informational need) is introduced

n

(E wi = 1).
i=1

The squared validity coefficient for a set of scores measuring an ob-

jective is commonly usel as an indicator of that test's usefulness.

In our case, where there are several objective scores and each score

is weighted a priori for its importance, the sum of weighted and

squared validity coefficients seemed to serve as an appropriate

criterion function for representing the predictive efficiency of the

objective scores in the criterion-referenced test.

There is a need for one constraint, the total amount of testing

time (operationalized as the total number of test items which can be

administered in the testing time available, denoted T). This con-

straint is necessary because seldom will a test developer have

complete freedom to determine the length of a criterion-referenced

test. For example, one could suppose that an instructor is assigned

40 hours of time with a group of students (e.g., 3 one-semester

course). If the instructor is prepared to expend 5% of the available

time on assessment and if it is assumed that typical multiple-choice

test items require about three-quarters of a minute to complete, then

T = 160.

TESTLEN.1 10
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The problem then of allocating testing time becomes one of

n

determining ki, i=1, ..., n, with the constraint, E ki = T, so as to
n

2 i=1
maximize the function, E Wi p (Zi, Yi).

i=1

The problem becomes one of differentiating the expression,

n
2 n

S = Y W.
1

p (Z.
1'

Y.) - A( E k. - T) [4]
. 1 1
'1=1 i=1

with respect to ki, i=1, 2, ..., n, and with respect to the Lagrange

multiplier ).. The partial derivatives can be written as

for i =1, 2, ... n,

and

as _ 10 O(Xi,Ii)[l- p(Xi,Xi')] ,\

aki [1+(ki-1)p(Xi, Xi')]'

n

as . f ki T,

TX i=1

[5]

[6]

Setting the partial derivatives to zero and solving, one obtains

values for k. i=1 2, n

After use of some algebra, the solution can be shown to be

A-i{Wip2(Xi,Y0[1-p(Xi,Xi')]} I-1
k

1 p(Xi, Xi')

for i=1, 2, ..., n,

and 1\ can be obtained by solving,

n

E k.
1

= T.

i=1

[7]

To apply the procedure, it is necessary to have reliability and valid-

ity estimates for the assessment of each objective i 'adjusted to

"single-item" estimates), i=1, ..., n; Wi, 1=1, 2, ..., n (EWi=1); and

T.

TESTLEN.1
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The criterion variable for validating each objective score is

often an independent measure of performance on the objective such

as instructor judgment, or a longer set of test items measuring the

objective.

Insert Table 1 About Here

A2plication of the Procedure

Table 1 presents the results for four special applications of the

algorithm to help in understanding how the algorithm works. In the

first application, the effect of variable weights on tests of equal

reliability and validity can be seen. The more important tests are

lengthened to obtain an optimal allocation of test items. Though the

three tests were initially of the same length, the optimal solution

resulted in one test being nearly 6 times longer than the shortest

test. The second application highlights the role of test

reliabilities in optimal solutions. Other factors equal (i.e., test

length, validity, and relative importance), in an optimal solution

designed to enhance test validity, tests with higher reliabilities are

shortened, whereas tests with lower reliabilities are lengthened.

This result from classical tEst theory is well-known (Lord and Novick,

1968).

The third application illustrates the effect of different validi-

ties on an optimal solution, other factors being equal. The more

TESTLEN.1
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valid tests are the ones that are lengthened in an optimal solution.

Finally, in many practical test development efforts, factors such as

relative importance, reliability and validity vary from one test to

the next. The fourth application demonstrates this situation by show-

ing a dramatic shift from equal tesL lergths when an optimal solution

is obtained. The five tests were initially of equal length (20 items/

objective) but in the optimal solution test lengths vary from 13 to 31

items.

Conclusion

The solution offered in this paper for allocating criterion-

refe-enced testing time is simple to apply. It is, however, only

applicable when some basic psychometric data are available on the

scores at the objective level and whenever the choice of function to

maximize used in this paper is reasonable. The function seems

reasonable when the objective scores are being used to make

descriptive statements about examinee performance. A typical

descriptive statement is, "The student has demonstrated mastery of

about 75% of the content spanned by the objective."

The four examples in the paper highlight possible applications of

the procedore. One troublesome problem in any application is the

necessity of having reliability and validity information for each pool

of items matched to an objective. On the other hand, such

psychometric data are important, whether or not they a-e to be used in

an algorithm to allocate testing time.

TESTLEN.1
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In our subsequent research, several questions will be addressed:

1. Will the algorithm lead to negative test, lengths
'

(k.
1

i=1,
- -2, ..., n)?

2. Are there other more reasonable measures of testing
program efficiency than

n

T Wi nx(Ii, Xi) ?

i=1

3. By what process can the relative weights be set? What
factors should be considered?

4. How can additional constraints on the solution be incor-
porated? (For example, it may be desirable to insure that
domain validity coefficients do not fall below some
minimal value.)

5. Can analytic solutions be found for the case when mastery/
non-mastery decisions are the primary purpose for 'esting?

In this paper, the algorithm was applied to a criterion-

referenced test which measures several objectives. However, the same

algorithm for allocating testing time can be applied nearly as easily

to the more complex and common situation where there exist many cri-

tc-ion-referenced tests in use (each measuring several objectives) and

these tests ( and objectives within the tests) vary in their levels of

importance, reliability, and validity.

TESTLEN.1
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Footnote

1
The author is grateful to Daniel Eignor and Linda Murray for preparing

the computer program which was used to obtain several of the results

in Table 1.
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Table 1

Allocation of Testing Time to Maximize Predictive Efficiency

Example

Total

Testing
Time

Objec-

tive Relative
Weight

Single
Item

rl v2 n

Equal

Length
Optimal

Length

1 60 1 .60 .07 .14 20 .60 .40 34 .72 .44

2 .30 .07 .14 20 .60 .40 20 .60 .40

3 .10 .07 .14 20 .60 .40 6 .31 .29

2 80 1 .25 .31 .23 20 .90 .40 10 .81 .38

2 .25 .13 .17 20 .75 .40 16 .71 .39

3 .25 .07 .14 20 .60 .40 23 .63 .41

4 .25 .04 .12 20 .45 .40 31 .56 .45

3 80 1 .25 .07 .24 20 .60 .70 42 .76 .79

2 .25 .07 .17 20 .60 .50 26 .66 .52

3 .25 .07 .10 20 .60 .30 10 .43 .26

4 .25 .07 .10 20 .60 .30 2 .43 .26

4 100 1 .50 .05 .08 20 .50 .25 31 .61 .27

2 .25 .05 .08 20 .50 .25 16 .44 .24

3 .15 .10 .19 20 .70 .50 22 .72 .51

4 .05 .17 .41 20 .80 .90 18 .78 .89

5 .05 .17 .32 20 .80 .70 13 .72 .66

1 r a reliability estimate

2v = validity estimate
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